
Real-Time, Graph, and Big Data Analytics
Emerging Spatial Analytics



Agenda
• The development of our purpose-built analytics engines
• How real time capabilities provide situational awareness to your teams and 
communities – preventing problems before they occur

• How graph analytics provides layer of enhanced connected understanding
• How we help you tackle big data problems
• Examples of these capabilities working together
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When considering your analytics strategy, it’s important to remember data has a shelf life. That’s especially true for data from real-time sensors and feeds. This makes real-time visualization and analytics a critical business function to ensure you maximize your investments in data. You may already be familiar with the real-time and big data capabilities within ArcGIS Enterprise, delivered through GeoEvent Server and GeoAnalytics Server.  These are two of our primary products for bringing together high-volume data streams and analyzing them within ArcGIS Enterprise. For those who opt to leverage SaaS technology, ArcGIS Velocity is the parallel to those products but in the private cloud.  As a component to ArcGIS Online, Velocity has GeoEvent capabilities for real-time incident detection and alerting, and GeoAnalytics capabilities for big data analysis.  Because it’s a SaaS product, Velocity can generally scale better.
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Presentation Notes
Real-time analytics is more than simply tracking dots on a map.  It’s about using analytics to gain greater situational awareness that supports your operations.These real-time insights can help you with asset management.You can track the location of vehicles and assets, helping you better coordinate your fleet activityYou can analyze the status, location, and activity of personnel to keep your people safe and productiveBy improving your awareness of services as they move, you can better manage this supply chain and prevent potential delaysAnd you can analyze key metrics related to fixed assets and trigger actions when critical thresholds are met, helping you protect your infrastructureReal-time analytics can also improve threat monitoring.During special events you can provide real-time information to safety personnel and first responders, helping them respond quickly to incidents if and when they ariseWhen severe weather strikes, you can see where potentially dangerous conditions exist and take steps to protect your people, assets, and infrastructureArcGIS provides corporate security with a single pane of glass for data from multiple feeds, like CCTV, social media, and other live dataAnd emergency management agencies can push real-time data to a single view for an operations center, so resources can be dispatched where they’re needed most--PREVIOUS SCRIPTReal-time analytics is more than simply tracking dots on a map.  It’s about using analytics to drive an understanding of the situation, leveraging multiple data inputs, and forcing an action. In actuality, upwards of 80% of your data has a location component to it.  This means that the ArcGIS Analytics system can help you visualize and understand more than 80% of your business questions.Across your organization, real-time analytics comes down to two main drivers.  Managing your assets and protecting your assets.  Those assets could be your fleet of vehicles, your personnel or communities, your products or raw materials, or your infrastructure and systems which run your organization.  Whatever you’re managing, your goal is to reduce response times during an incident and limit impact because maintaining business continuity and mitigate loss is so critical.But to have true analytics-driven situational awareness, you also need to be able to assess potential threats. This means you need a real-time picture that lets you determine the credibility, probability, severity, and location of incidents.  During special events, such as sporting events, parades, concerts, town halls, or company events, you need the ability to monitor fluid situations to protect people and property.  As an example, at the Rose Bowl parade in Pasadena, CA, there are 19 different agencies collaborating to ensure public safety.  Collaboration and transparency are required to keeping the crowds safe.Severe weather could impact your supply chain, knock out critical infrastructure, or present a threat to people's safety.  In Corporate Security, you need to be able to track data across a large ecosystem, and data connectivity and ubiquity is key.  Since you’ll be monitoring any number of assets and threats, you may need to monitor multiple feeds, like CCTVs, social media, and live data from vendors like Dataminr or Factal.   Emergency Operations is the heartbeat to any asset protection program.  Being able to push real-time data points across agencies provides a single pane of glass for an operations center.  



The world is connected – so are your communities
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ArcGIS Knowledge
• A Knowledge graph is a collection of data points, called entities, and lines between those 

points, called relationships. These both can be spatial or non-spatial.
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Presentation Notes
We know based on research that relationships are the strongest predictor of behavior. What knowledge helping you make sense of the complexities of todays operating environment/ With the many types of data to contend with, we need better ways to model / understand the What and the Why / find patterns / do deeper discovery. A Knowledge Graph is a special kind of database that is optimized to store the relationships between data as well as the data points themselves. Instead of thinking about data in rows and columns , users can think about it as a web, or a network of entities that are connected to each other in all sorts of different ways. We can pull data in from our disparate systems, and more deeply understand how things are related by modeling the information in a real-world structure. In graph-land, the basic building blocks are Entities (person, place, thing) and Relationships (links that connect two entities). We combine those related entities into a Knowledge Graph, or “graph” and it starts to look like a web, or a network, where each entity can have lots of different connections, and those related entities have connections, and before you know it you have a complex ecosystem that has rich context.In this simple example – you can see how the concept is applied. We know we don’t operate in a world of table and columns, yet, may times we are confined to this approach, hindering the analysis that can be done. The world operates much like a network in the right of the screen, with relationships and associations central in the decisions we make. (talk a little bit about the example)I’m sure your data, just like others, is held within pockets of the organization. When we can combine this data in a logical way, we start to create a bedrock of understanding.
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Presentation Notes
When we consume this connected data in a knowledge graph, you’re able to apply a special kind of analytics that helps you understand the relationships between entities and the behavior of the whole network. Different mathematical algorithms and analytic methods look at different things, like how many times two entities are connected, or how many different entities are connected to a single entity, or if there’s a choke point or single point of failure on the path from one entity to another. The three most common categories of graph analytics are: Centrality, Paths, and Communities – highlighted by the questions you see here. Centrality, sometimes called Social Network Analysis, describes what are the most important or influential entities, relative to the other entities. Path finding refers to what is in between certain entities, when those entities are multiple degrees (hops) away from each other. Communities is all about finding subgroups and clusters, to see which entities behave similarly. By applying these graph algorithms, we can answer difficult questions like:How is downstream critical infrastructure affected by an asymmetrical threat, like ransomware? What endangered species are found in the streams of nationally Protected Lands?How do I find the people and assets associated with, but not on, an existing watchlist?What are the components of my supply chain? Where are my vulnerabilities?



ArcGIS GeoAnalytics Engine makes working with spatial data and performing 
spatial analysis easy and intuitive for data scientists
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Presentation Notes
ArcGIS GeoAnalytics Engine is a powerful analysis engine that makes working with spatial data and performing spatial analysis easy and intuitive for data scientists.It’s cloud native and Spark native, so you can access your data where it lives and run analytics directly in Spark.It delivers ready-to-use spatial analytics to your data science workflows. There’s no need to index or transform your data. Instead, you can get started right away and use Python and SQL to build models for working with geospatial data.And it gives you results where you need them. You can write results back to your data lake, data warehouse, GIS, or BI applications.
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Presentation Notes
Let’s step through an example of how organizations can apply GeoAnalytics Engine to their data.  Here you’re seeing a Spark DataFrame plot. These are quick visualizations that can be used to verify data and results. In this DataFrame, we’ve visualized data for crimes committed in Chicago. We wrote some Python to call on tools from GeoAnalytics Engine within a notebook environment. These tools used the spatial attributes in our crimes data to spatially “plot” the data using points, lines, and polygons. [click] GeoAnalytics Engine can also quickly aggregate large datasets into spatial bins. In the smaller data frame shown below, you can see that we’ve aggregated points into hex bins to make it easier to see the spatial patterns.When working with these DataFrame plots, we can apply distributed processing in Spark to perform quick, iterative analysis. This helps us explore patterns and trends in our data to answer questions, even when the data spans billions of records.[click] The results from GeoAnalytics Engine can then be easily shared throughout the organization through multiple end-user experiences. [click] For example, we can bring results back into GIS software like ArcGIS Pro… [click]or make them available through BI applications and services and custom web apps. 



Use Case Example: Winter Weather Operations
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Use Case Example: Infrastructure Operations
Real-time event feeds with work order and asset data
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Presentation Notes
One thing we’ve heard is organizations we work with are actively building digital twins – bringing together siloed data into a shared source of truth for decision makers. Yes – many are building twins of physical structures or twins of processes, but also twins of their data. Creating real life networks of our data can be challenging due to typical structures and siloes. Given the nature of graph database – we are able to build real life representations of what is happening because of the relationship framework.Here we are looking at an energy company operating a real time operations dashboard to track work orders, emergencies, current field workers, available workers, and alerts based on lightning strike proximity. The goal here was to deploy resources more effectively based on the risk posed by lightening strikes. By adding Knowledge at the heart of this data model, we are able to expand visibility into worker performance, work order history of certain assets, see the relationship between workers, work orders, meters, lines and the power main. The use case here was to provide a more logical and understandable data model at the bones of the dashboard, but to also be more proactive with maintenance of critical assets – by seeing commonalities in work orders & certain outcomes, we can identify other similar patterns and be much more prescriptive with next actions.






Use Case Example: City Bus Operations
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